www.sunshinepattaya.com

SUNSHINE HOTEL AND RESIDENCES – PATTAYA HOTEL ON SOI 8
Welcome to Sunshine Pattaya Resort (SOI 8), We cater to all our guests, being it single travelers, families, business people and couples.

Why Sunshine Hotel & Residences? All of the main tourist attractions,

Convenience, friendly staff, Thai hospitality and Pattaya main beach, entertainment places
value for money are the words that appear most and shopping centers are only within walking
frequently in our guest book. All our guests are distances from the hotel.
delighted with our location right in the center of
Pattaya. The Hotel is an oasis of rest and
relaxation and still when you get out of the gates
you are in the nightlife of Soi 8 and a short walk
brings you directly to Pattaya Central Beach.
With a wide range of accommodation possibilities
from Standard rooms to Deluxe Seaview Rooms,
we are sure you can find the perfect accommodation
to meet up to your personal needs, just view the
roomtypes here on the column at the right to see
room details.
The Sunshine Pattaya Hotel would like to use the famous words:
Location, Location, Location,… We offer the best value for money
in a central location only a couple of meters away from the Beach.

In 2011-2012 we have built a new wing called
the Sunshine Tower, all rooms are brand new,
have LCD TVs and we have added al the needed
room facilities for your best stay.

In short, your stay in the Sunshine hotel is a combination of
quality, good rooms and the best location in central Pattaya,
close to all attractions, what more do you need.

ACCOMMODATIONS
Room Descriptions and Accommodation page
of the Sunshine Hotel and Residences.

RESTAURANT

Sunshine Hotel & Residences, located in the
center of Pattaya’s famous Soi 8 nightlife
entertainment zone, is the ONLY hotel in this
area that is tastefully blended with the natural
landscaped tropical garden. We offer 275 rooms
in a clean and comfortable environment that are
designed in different types to suit any guest
preferences, at very affordable rates.
ECONOMY SINGLE ROOM

2 Restaurants & 1 Bar : The Terrace Coffee Shop ,
All Day Café and The Garden Court Bar.
Terrace Coffee Shop : is a rendezvous spot which
opens from 07:00 AM until midnight, complemented
by a menu of international favorites.
All Day Café opens from 09:00 AM until 03:00 AM.
At All Day Café, the food is well prepared and
freshly cooked just right in front of you, assuring
our excellent hygiene standard. Here you can
choose to relax around the Garden Court, overlooking
the exciting nightlife atmosphere of Soi 8, or just
watching live sport programs from big screen TVs

STANDARD ROOM

We have accommodations in Pattaya that offer
a spectacular view of Pattaya Bay. Each of the
rooms has an individually adjustable air-conditioner,
bathroom with private bathtub or shower ready
with hot and cold water, a color TV with more
than 25 international channels of cable programs,
a well-stocked mini bar with refrigerator, and DD
telephone.
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Tel : 038 429 247, 038 429 910, 038 414 174 to 9
Fax : 038 421 302
Email : rsvn@sunshinepattaya.com
www.sunshinepattaya.com
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Address : 217/1 M.10 Soi 8, Beach Road,
Pattaya City, Chonburi 20150
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SUNSHINE HOTEL & RESIDENCES

MAP & LOCATION
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SUNSHINE ROOM

The Garden court Bar is set amongst our welllandscaped garden court. Here, you can relax in
the green atmosphere and watching our well-trained
bartender preparing your favorite drinks.
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SUPERIOR ROOM

